
Chapter 5703 

 

Charlie saw Maria’s horrified expression and her rare nervousness when 

speaking, 

So he quickly asked her, “Miss Lin, what do you think this looks like?!” 

With some nervousness, she said: “This… the dark clouds seem to be chaotic 

and disorderly,” 

“But there are vaguely complex laws… It feels…” 

“It feels like the image of the Zhen Gua in the sixty-four hexagrams of the 

Book of Changes…” 

“Zhen Gua?!” Charlie listened Shocked, 

He couldn’t help exclaiming: “Is this cloud really a hexagram image?” 

Maria nodded, and murmured: “Zhen hexagrams are always complicated.” 

“The ancients said that when the shock comes, the smile is hoarse;” 

“Not mourning the dagger (chàng), when this hexagram comes out,” 

“It is the main hexagram and the guest hexagram overlapping, implying 

something unexpected,” 

“And it must be an earth-shattering event!” 

Charlie was even more surprised, and couldn’t help asking: 



“What? People have the ability to use the clouds in the sky to make 

divinations?!” 

Maria looked blank, “I don’t know…but…but this divination seems to have just 

begun, the moment we came here.” 

“I think that this should not be artificial.” 

“It is not artificial…” 

Charlie asked her: 

“If it is not artificial, then could it be a natural formation?!” 

Maria shook her head: “I have not yet understood the mystery…” 

While they were speaking, The dark clouds in the sky were still changing 

rapidly, 

And the thick clouds seem to have dug an inexhaustible well in the sky, 

Continuously gushing out from among themselves for no reason, 

And quickly covering the entire valley where the Tianchi Lake is located. 

Maria frowned, stared at the sky with wide eyes, and whispered to herself: 

“The hexagrams change too fast… I… I can’t understand…” 

“What exactly are you trying to tell me? Can you explain it clearly?” 

The dark clouds in the sky couldn’t understand her murmurs, they just 

continued to change non-stop. 

Maria was already a little impatient, she said anxiously: 



“There are too many variables, each of which takes a long time to understand,” 

“Such a rapid change, there is just another hexagram in the blink of an eye,” 

“I…I really can’t see it through……” 

Hearing this, Charlie quickly took out his mobile phone and turned on the 

video recording, and said, 

“Miss Lin, don’t worry, I’ll take pictures of all these changes,” 

“And if it doesn’t work, you can slowly understand them when you go back.” 

Maria shook her head and said: “The hexagram image has undergone 

repeated drastic changes,” 

“And everything is framed in the situation of the shaking hexagram,” 

“Which indicates that the main hexagram and the guest hexagram are 

restrained and trapped in each other…” 

“No matter who released the hexagram, they are all asking us for help…” 

“Moreover, there is a bit of familiar feeling that I can’t describe…” 

“Help?” Charlie frowned: “You and I have just arrived here, who would 

suddenly ask us for help?” 

Maria murmured: “It’s not a person … There is no one in the hexagram…” 

Charlie rubbed his temples: “I am almost confused by you,” 

“There is no one, what is it that is asking us for help?” 

Maria stared at the ever-changing dark clouds and whispered: 



“I haven’t figured it out yet…it’s not a person,” 

“Who it would be, or…what it would be…just…just” 

At this point, she suddenly exclaimed: “Ah! I see!” 

Charlie hurriedly asked: “What is it, Miss Lin!?” 

Maria burst into tears instantly, 

She pointed to the bare ground under her feet, extremely excited, 

And said extremely nervously: “I know who is asking for help! It’s her! It’s 

Mother Pucha!” 


